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a b s t r a c t

�-Pyridil [(C6H4NO)2] has been isolated in low temperature argon and xenon matrices and studied by FTIR
spectroscopy, supported by DFT(B3LYP)/6–311++G(d,p) calculations. Calculations predicted the existence
of three different conformers exhibiting skewed conformations around the intercarbonyl bond and the
two C5H4N C( O) fragments nearly planar. The two higher energy forms, TCG and CCSk were estimated
theoretically to be, respectively, 21.0 and 35.1 kJ mol−1 higher in energy than the most stable form, TTG.
In consonance with the relatively high energies predicted by the calculations for the two less stable
conformers of �-pyridil, only the most stable conformer was found spectroscopically to be present in
-Pyridil
atrix isolation

TIR spectroscopy
ow temperature solid state
FT(B3LYP)/6–311++G(d,p) calculations
onformational analysis
hotochemistry

the studied matrices. Infrared spectra obtained for the neat low temperature amorphous and crystalline
states reveals that the TTG conformer is also the sole conformer present in these phases. UV irradiation
(� > 235 nm) of matrix-isolated �-pyridil led to its isomerization into unusual molecular species bearing
Hückel-type pyridine (aza-benzvalene) rings.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In general, simple �-dicarbonyl compounds show interesting
tructural, spectroscopic and photophysical properties, including
hotorotamerism, due to conformational changes associated with
he internal rotation around the flexible O C C O intercarbonyl
orsional coordinate in the ground or excited electronic states
1–8]. Because of that, these compounds have received particu-
ar attention concerning their potential use for the development
f molecular devices [9–14]. These compounds have also received
pplication in other fields. For example, derivatives of �-pyridil
C6NH4 C( O) C( O) C6NH4], which is a typical representa-
ive of aromatic heterocyclic �-dicarbonyls are main components
f many pesticides, herbicides and fungicides [15–17] and have
een used as reagents in the production of several compounds
ith pharmaceutical interest [18–21]. �-Pyridils have also found
mportant applications in the preparation of transition metal com-
lexes [22–24] and as organic inhibitors for mild steel corrosion in
ydrochloric acid [25].

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +351 239 852080; fax: +351 239 827703.
E-mail address: rfausto@ci.uc.pt (R. Fausto).
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The crystal structure of �-pyridil has already been determined
y X-ray crystallography [26,27]. It crystallizes in the monoclinic
ystem, space group P21/n, with four molecules per unit cell. In the
rystal, the molecule is known to adopt a structure in which two
early planar fragments, each of which including a pyridine ring,
carbonyl group and its adjacent carbon atom, are skewed to each
ther, the angle between the two pyridyl fragments being ca. 83◦.
he predominant forces gathering the molecules in the crystal were
ound to be plane-to-plane interactions between approximately
arallel pyridine rings [26,27].

�-Pyridil was also studied in the past by FT-IR, Raman, NMR
nd UV spectroscopies in the solid state and in solution either in
he ground or in the excited states [28–40]. Some of these studies
ddressed the question of the conformational preferences of this
olecule [28,33–40].
As in other �-dicarbonyl compounds, the geometry of �-pyridil

s the result of a balance between steric and resonance effects and
eem to be different in different electronic states. The conjuga-
ion of the carbonyl groups with the pyridyl rings would favor the

lanar molecular configurations in order to achieve maximum �
verlap, but the steric repulsions between the carbonyl oxygens,
etween these atoms and the nearest hydrogen atoms of the pyridyl
ings and between the two pyridyl substituents preferably twist the
hole molecule, making skewed structures to be more stable than

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10106030
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jphotochem
mailto:rfausto@ci.uc.pt
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jphotochem.2008.07.005
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he planar ones in the electronic ground state. Investigations carried
ut for the compound in different solutions [28,33,40] indicated
hat in these media the compound exists in a single conforma-
ion similar to that observed in the crystal, with the intercarbonyl
ngle decreasing with the increase in polarity of the solvent [33].
n the other hand, according to time-resolved transient absorption

pectra measurements, the lowest energy triplet state of �-pyridil
eems to be planar in non-polar solvents [41].

To the best of our knowledge, no structural or vibrational stud-
es have been performed on gaseous �-pyridil as well as for the
ompound isolated in a low temperature inert matrix hitherto. In
ddition, its photochemistry has also been addressed only for the
ompound in solution [36,37,41], where the media was found to
lay an active role, such as, for example, as source of hydrogen
toms in the photochemical reduction of �-pyridil into the enediol,
,2-di(2-pyridyl)-1,2-ethenediol.

In the present work, the conformational study of the molecule of
-pyridil was undertaken using low-temperature matrix-isolation
TIR spectroscopy combined with theoretical calculations pre-
ormed at the DFT(B3LYP)/6-311 ++ G(d,p) level of theory. These
tudies allowed for the identification and vibrational character-
zation of the most stable conformer of �-pyridil. Irradiation of

atrix-isolated �-pyridil with UV light (� > 235 nm) was also car-
ied out in order to study its unimolecular photochemistry. As it will
e described in detail below, under these experimental conditions
-pyridil isomerizes to molecular species bearing Hückel-type
yridyl (aza-benzvalene) substituents. Finally, low temperature

nfrared spectra of neat �-pyridil in the amorphous and crystalline
tates were also obtained and interpreted.

. Materials and methods

.1. Infrared spectroscopy

The sample of �-pyridil (97% purity) was obtained from Aldrich
nd used without any further purification.

The IR spectra were recorded with 0.5 cm−1 spectral resolution
n a Mattson (Infinity 60AR Series) Fourier Transform infrared spec-
rometer, equipped with a deuterated triglycine sulphate (DTGS)
etector and a Ge/KBr beam splitter. Necessary modifications of
he sample compartment of the spectrometer were done in order
o accommodate the cryostat head and allow purging of the instru-

ent by a stream of dry nitrogen, to remove water vapors and CO2.
he solid sample of �-pyridil was placed in a specially designed
hermoelectrically heatable mini-furnace assembled within the
ryostat chamber. The temperatures of sublimation of the com-
ound under these conditions varied within the 80–125 ◦C range.
atrices were prepared by co-deposition of �-pyridil vapors com-

ng out of the mini-furnace and large excess of the matrix gas
argon N60 or xenon N48, both obtained from Air Liquide) onto
he CsI substrate of the cryostat (APD Cryogenics, model DE-
02A), cooled to 10 K (for argon matrices) or 20 K (for xenon
atrices).
Irradiation of the matrices was carried out with unfiltered light

rom a 500 W Hg(Xe) lamp (Newport, Oriel Instruments), with out-
ut power set to 200 W, through the outer KBr windows of the
ryostat (� > 235 nm).

The low temperature solid amorphous layer of �-pyridil was
repared in the same way as matrices but with the flux of matrix

as cut off. The layer was then allowed to anneal at slowly increasing
emperature up to 300 K. After the temperature exceeded 250 K the
rystallization of the amorphous layer occurred. Subsequently, the
ample was cooled back to 10 K and the spectrum of the crystalline
hase was collected.
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.2. Computational methodology

The quantum chemical calculations were performed with
aussian 03 (Revision C.02) [42] at the DFT level of theory,
sing the split valence triple-� 6–311++G(d,p) basis set and the
hree-parameter B3LYP density functional, which includes Becke’s
radient exchange correction [43] and the Lee, Yang and Parr cor-
elation functional [44].

Geometrical parameters of the considered conformations were
ptimized using the Geometry Direct Inversion of the Invariant
ubspace (GDIIS) method [45]. In order to assist the analysis of
he experimental spectra, vibrational frequencies and IR intensi-
ies were also calculated at the same level of approximation. The
omputed harmonic frequencies were scaled down by a single fac-
or (0.978) to correct them for the effects of basis set limitations,
eglected part of electron correlation and anharmonicity effects.
ormal coordinate calculations were undertaken in the internal
oordinates space, as described by Schachtschneider [46], using the
rogram BALGA and the optimized geometries and harmonic force
onstants resulting from the DFT calculations.

. Results and discussion

.1. Geometries and energies

The DFT(B3LYP)/6–311++G(d,p) calculations performed in this
tudy predicted the existence of three non-symmetrically-
quivalent minima on the potential energy surface of �-pyridil.
hese structures are displayed in Fig. 1 and exhibit a skewed confor-
ation around the intercarbonyl bond and the two C5H4N C( O)

ragments nearly planar. The names here adopted to designate the
ifferent conformers are based on the values of the O C C N and

C C O dihedral angles, where T, C, G and Sk refer to values of
hese angles of ca. 180◦ (trans), 0◦ (cis), 90◦ (gauche) and 120◦ (skew).
he two most stable forms have the O C C O moiety in the gauche
onfiguration: TTG, with C2 symmetry and the O C C O intercar-
onyl dihedral angle equal to 82.3◦, and TCG, with C1 symmetry
nd the intercarbonyl dihedral angle equal to 102.1◦. In the less
table form, CCSk (C2 symmetry), the O C C O dihedral angle is
18.3◦ (skew). The three conformers differ in the orientation of the
yridyl rings relatively to the carbonyl groups. In the most stable
onformer (TTG) both pyridyl rings adopt the trans orientation rela-
ively to the nearest carbonyl group, the CH· · ·O distance in the two

C C C O five-membered rings being 259.2 pm. The second
ost stable conformer (TCG) has one pyridyl ring orientated that
ay, while the other is rotated by ca. 180◦, resulting in an energeti-

ally less favorable H24 C16 C6 C3 C1 O2 six-membered ring.
n this conformer, the calculated CH· · ·O distances are 268.5 and
61.2 pm, for the six and five-membered ring, respectively. Finally,

n the third conformer both pyridyl rings are in the cis orientation
ith respect to the carbonyl groups, forming two H C C C C O

ix-membered rings where the CH· · ·O distance is 244.2 pm. The
heoretical calculations predicted the two higher energy forms to
e respectively 21.0 and 35.1 kJ mol−1 higher in energy than the TTG
orm.

The calculated geometries for all three conformers of �-pyridil
re given in Table S1 (Supplementary Material), together with the
eometry of the molecular unit in the crystal of the compound
reviously obtained by X-ray diffraction, which corresponds to

conformation similar to the TTG conformer, but slightly dis-

orted from the C2 symmetry [27]. The experimental parameters
btained by X-ray diffraction and those calculated for the isolated
TG conformer show a fairly good agreement, indicating that the
rystal packing forces do not introduce substantial geometrical con-
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to the pyridyl rings (149.5–150.7 pm) are longer than in the
previous �-dicarbonyl compounds studied in our laboratory,
in particular, benzil, 1-phenyl-1,2-propanedione and �-furil
ig. 1. Conformers of �-pyridil, with atom numbering. Calculated relative energies
nd dipole moments of the conformers are also provided, as well as the values of
heir defining dihedral angles (O4 C3 C6 N8, O2 C1 C5 N7, O2 C1 C3 O4).

traints. This is also in agreement with the almost perfect match
ound between the calculated value for the most flexible molec-
lar coordinate (the intercarbonyl dihedral angle) in the isolated
-pyridil molecule (82.3◦) and that observed in the crystalline state

82◦ [27]).
A few remarks can be made by comparing the values of the

eometrical parameters obtained theoretically for the different
onformers of �-pyridil. In addition, some insights regarding the
revalent intramolecular interactions in the different conformers
an also be obtained by comparing the geometries of �-pyridil and
ome analogous compounds, like diacetyl [1], benzil [2] and �-furil
4]:

a) The intercarbonyl dihedral angle in the three conformers

decreases in the order CCSk > TCG > TTG. This is essentially a
consequence of three factors: (i) steric repulsion between the
lone-electron pairs of the carbonyl oxygen atoms, (ii) steric
repulsion between the pyridyl rings, which correlate with the
number of hydrogen atoms in the ortho position located in a
obiology A: Chemistry 200 (2008) 169–180 171

the inner side of the molecule (2, 1 and 0, respectively in
CCSk, TCG and TTG) and (iii) the CH· · ·O interactions stabiliz-
ing the H C C C C O six-membered rings, which tend to be
favored by a more planar arrangement of the molecule—there
are two of such interactions in conformer CCSk, only one in
TCG and none in TTG [the similar interaction stabilizing the
H C C C O five-membered rings present in conformers TCG
(one five-membered ring) and TTG (two five-membered rings)
involves only atoms from the same half of the molecule and are
not important in determining the geometry around the inter-
carbonyl bond; they are, however, important in determining
the trend to the planarity exhibited by the C5H4N C( O) frag-
ments]. Factor (i) dominates in the TTG conformer, while factor
(ii) and specially (iii) dominate in forms TCG and CCSk.

b) In agreement with (a), a comparison of the value of the intercar-
bonyl dihedral angle calculated at DFT(B3LYP)/6–311 ++ G(d,p)
level for �-pyridil (O C C O: 82.3◦ TTG; 118.3◦ CCSk)
with those found in other �-dicarbonyl molecules pre-
viously studied in our laboratory, such as diacetyl
(CH3 C( O) C( O) CH3, O C C O: 180◦ [1]), benzil
(C6H6 C( O) C( O) C6H6, O C C O: 116.6◦ [2]) and �-
furil (C4OH3 C( O) C( O) C4OH3, O C C O: 106◦ TTG;
153◦ CCSk [4])1 shows that the value of the intercarbonyl dihe-
dral angle depends strongly of the structure of the substituent
connected to the carbonyl groups. In acetyl, the substituents are
small and the prevalent interaction is the repulsion between
the lone electron pairs of the oxygen atoms, leading to a most
stable trans configuration around the central bond [1]. The
interactions described in (a) are similar in benzil and in the
CCSk conformer of �-pyridil, and the intercarbonyl dihedral
angle is similar in these two molecules. On the other hand,
when compared to the analogous conformers of �-furil, the �-
pyridil conformers have smaller intercarbonyl dihedral angles.
Both in the case of CCSk and TTG conformers, this result is in
consonance with the calculated more negative charges on the
carbonyl oxygen atoms in �-furil (−0.234 and −0.224 e, for TTG
and CCSk forms, respectively) than in �-pyridyl (−0.190 and
−0.166 e), which make more important the above mentioned
factors in �-furil (factor (i) and (iii) in the TTG and CCSk forms,
respectively).

c) The length of the C C intercarbonyl bond in �-pyridil conform-
ers varies in the range 154.7–154.4 pm. This range of values
is typical for a non-conjugated C C single bond and follows
the trend previously observed for other �-dicarbonyls, like
diacetyl, benzil, 1-phenyl-1,2-propanedione and �-furil (155.7,
154.4, 155.0 and ca. 154.7 pm, respectively) [1–4]. As discussed
in detail elsewhere [4], the long intercarbonyl bond length in
�-dicarbonyls results essentially from the balance between the
relatively weak �-electron delocalization within the O C C O
fragment and the more important �-electron system repulsion
due to the interaction between the positively charged carbonyl
carbon atoms. This result is in consonance with the well-known
large conformational flexibility around the C C central bond in
�-dicarbonyls [1–4] and also with the previously reported pho-
tochemistry of this type of compounds, where the intercarbonyl
bond cleavage appears as a prevalent pathway [3,47].

d) The C1 C5 and C3 C6 bonds, connecting the O C C O group
(148.7, 148.6 and 145.6–145.8 pm, respectively [2–4]). This

1 In [4] the �-furil conformers here mentioned, TTG and CCSk, were designated
s III and I, respectively.
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result indicates that the conjugation between the pyridyl sub-
stituents and the dicarbonyl moiety is less important in �-pyridil
than between this group and the phenyl or furanyl substituents
in the remaining molecules.

e) In agreement with the reduced delocalization between the
pyridyl rings and the dicarbonyl group indicated by the calcu-
lated lengths of the C1 C5 and C3 C6 bonds, the carbon–carbon
and carbon–nitrogen bond lengths within the pyridyl rings were
estimated to be similar to those found in benzene (139.7 pm
[48]) and pyridine (139.3 and 133.8 pm, average value for CC
and CN bond lengths, respectively [49]) in all conformers of �-
pyridil: the carbon-carbon bond lengths vary within the range
138.9–139.9 pm, and the nitrogen-carbon bond lengths within
the range 132.8–134.2 pm.

f) The O2 C1 C3 and C1 C3 O4 angles in �-pyridil correspond to
the valence angles that differ more among the various conform-
ers. As expected, in the most stable TTG conformer, where the
steric repulsion between the lone-electron pairs of the carbonyl
oxygen atoms dominates, the sum of these angles attain its max-
imum value (238.6◦), while in the TCG and CCSk conformers it
is 235.9◦ and 235.6◦, respectively.

An important result coming out from the calculations in rela-
ion with the experimental study described in this work concerns
he relatively high energies predicted for the two less stable con-
ormers of �-pyridil. In fact, using the Boltzmann distribution and
he calculated relative energies of the conformers, the estimated

oint population of these two forms in the gaseous phase in the
ange of temperatures used to sublimate the compound (80–125 ◦C)
s less than 0.2%. In practical terms, this result shows the impos-
ibility of trapping the higher energy forms of �-pyridil in the
ryogenic matrices in a detectable amount. Indeed, as described

i
t
s
t
f

ig. 2. Infrared spectra of �-pyridil isolated in solid argon (sublimation and substrate
FT(B3LYP)/6–311++G(d,p) calculated spectrum for the TTG conformer.
obiology A: Chemistry 200 (2008) 169–180

n detail below, only the most stable conformer could be observed
xperimentally in the present investigation.

.2. Infrared spectroscopy: analysis of the matrix isolation spectra
nd UV-irradiation experiments

The �-pyridil molecule has 66 fundamental vibrations (of 34A
nd 32B symmetry, for the C2 conformers), all of them active in
he infrared. The definition of the internal coordinates adopted
n the vibrational analysis undertaken in this study is provided
n Table S2 (Supplementary Material). The calculated frequencies,
nfrared intensities and potential energy distributions resulting
rom normal mode analysis, carried out for the experimentally
elevant TTG conformer, are presented in Table S3 (Supplemen-
ary Material). The infrared spectra of �-pyridil isolated in both
olid argon and xenon (as-deposited matrices; sublimation and CsI
ubstrate temperatures: Ar, 85 ◦C and 10 K; Xe, 125 ◦C and 20 K)
ogether with the calculated spectrum of the TTG conformer are
resented in Fig. 2. Table 1 presents the assignments for the funda-
ental bands, which were strongly aided by the good agreement

etween the experimental and the calculated data.
According to the calculations, the 4 most intense bands in the

pectrum of �-pyridil correspond to the stretching vibrations of
he C O groups (observed in argon at ca. 1727 and 1702 cm−1), the
symmetric stretching of the C C bonds connecting the carbonyl
roups to the pyridyl rings (�C C� as; 1227 cm−1) and a skeletal
eformational mode observed at ca. 654 cm−1, which has a signif-
cant contribution from the in-plane asymmetric bending mode of
he carbonyl groups. All these bands show extensive matrix-site
plitting as it could be expected considering the high flexibility of
he molecule around the intercarbonyl C C bond (the calculated
requency for the intercarbonyl C C torsion is as low as 24 cm−1;

temperatures: 85 ◦C and 10 K, respectively) and solid xenon (125 ◦C; 20 K) and
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Table 1
Experimental (matrix-isolation) and calculated (TTG form) vibrational data for �-pyridil and vibrational assignments based on the results of normal coordinate analysisa

Approximate description Calculated Experimental

� I Ar (10 K) Ib Xe (20 K) Ib

�(C H 2) s A 3134.9 0.9 3147.5 w 3145.5 w
�(C H 2) as B 3134.8 6.4 3147.5 w 3145.5 w
�(C H 3) as A 3123.2 8.5 3073.7/3070.4 w 3070.0 w
�(C H 3) as B 3123.1 16.0 3073.7/3069.5 w 3070.0 w
�(C H 4) as B 3106.0 12.6 3064.6/3060.4 w 3058.4/3053.7 w
�(C H 4) s A 3106.0 2.4 3064.6/3060.4 w 3051.8/3050.6 w
�(C H 1) s A 3087.1 11.3 3017.2 w 3015.5/3009.7 w
�(C H 1) as B 3087.0 14.6 3017.2 w 3015.5/3009.7 w
�(C O) s A 1733.8 225.8 1728.2/1726.8/1713.4 S/S/sh 1727.7/1726.4/1723.0/1721.6/1712.4/1709.6 sh/S/S/sh
�(C O) as B 1723.5 169.5 1703.6/1702.2 sh/S 1702.5/1701.2 sh/S
�(ring 3) as B 1585.2 9.2 1594.7/1589.5 sh/m 1591.0/1589.2/1587.7 sh/sh/S
�(ring 3) s A 1585.2 22.3 1594.7/1589.5 sh/m 1591.1/1587.8 sh
�(ring 4) s A 1577.1 5.3 1573.4 w 1591.1/1574.7 sh
�(ring 4) as B 1575.6 7.1 1573.4 w 1571.9 w
�(ring 6) s; �(C H 4) s A 1463.6 2.0 1467.7 sh 1466.3 sh
�(C H 4) as; �(ring 6) as B 1462.6 1.6 1466.1 w 1465.4/1464.5 w/w
�(C H 3) s A 1434.3 0.7 1444.7 sh 1443.2/1444.7 sh/sh
�(C H 3) as B 1431.7 13.2 1440.5/1431.4 S/sh 1439.1 m
�(ring 5) s A 1307.1 19.7 1321.3/1317.2 m/sh 1330.1/1323.3/1322.0/1314.6 sh/sh/m/sh
�(ring 5) as B 1291.6 2.4 1294.4 w 1294.5 w
�(C H 4) s A 1282.1 6.1 1284.3/1282.6 m/sh 1284.5/1282.3 m/m
�(ring 2) as B 1277.8 8.7 1273.2/1268.3 sh/m 1270.8/1269.2 m/sh
�(ring 2) s; �(ring 5) s; �(C C�) s A 1255.5 28.4 1246.3 m 1248.9/1246.4/1240.4 m/sh/w
�(C C�) as B 1218.7 131.2 1231.7/1227.4/1213.5 w/S/w 1232.7/1228.5/1210.2 sh/S/sh
�(C H 2) s A 1145.7 1.0 1149.5 w 1147.4 w
�(C H 2) as B 1145.2 0.9 1149.5 w 1147.4 w
�(ring 2) s; �(C H 3) s; �(C H 1) s A 1088.6 1.3 1088.8 m 1094.2/1089.5/1087.3 sh/sh/m
�(ring 2) as;�(C H 3) as;�(C H 1) as B 1087.8 16.3 1088.8 m 1094.2/1089.5/1087.3 sh/sh/m
�(ring 6) s; �(C C) A 1052.3 4.4 1060.3 w 1063.3/1061.1 w
�(ring 6) as B 1037.6 6.3 1040.8 w 1043.2/1040.2 w/w
�(ring 6) s, �(ring 1) s A 1030.8 2.0 1037.1 w 1036.0 w
�(C H 3) as B 996.6 0.1 996.8 S 998.0 sh
�(C H 3) s A 996.1 <0.1 996.8 S 998.0 sh
�(ring 1) s; �(ring 2) s A 992.2 0.1 996.8/985.5 S/w 996.3/985.4 S/w
�(ring 2) as; �(ring 1) as B 991.9 19.9 996.8/985.5 S/w 996.3/985.4 S/w
�(C H 4) as B 966.1 1.2 970.0/967.8/955.3 sh/w/w 968.3/967.4/965.7/957.2 sh/w/w/w
�(C H 4) s A 965.8 0.2 970.0/967.8/955.3 sh/w/w 968.3/967.4/965.7/957.2 sh/w/w/w
�(C H 2) as B 906.8 16.5 910.7 m 912.0/908.6 sh/m
�(C H 2) s A 904.8 0.2 907.5 sh 903.3 w
Skeletal B 891.0 80.3 897.8/895.6 m/sh 897.0/894.6/890.5 m/sh/sh
	(ring 1) s; �(C O) s A 816.2 3.5 819.7/812.7 w/w 816.7 w
	(ring 1) as; �(C O) as B 791.2 21.3 790.6 w 792.9/791.5/789.3/788.1 w/sh/sh/sh
� �(C H 1) s A 742.5 36.9 746.8 sh 748.4/747.0/744.3 m/m/m
�(C H 1) as; 	(ring 3) as B 739.6 28.8 745.2/742.2 m/m 741.4 m
�(ring 1) s A 732.4 0.4 745.2/742.2 m/m 740.2 sh
�(ring 1) as B 707.2 11.7 709.5 m 710.2/708.5 m/m
	(ring 3) s; �(C O) s A 706.7 18.2 707.0 m 706.5 m
Skeletal B 653.9 98.6 655.9/654.3/652.1/645.6 m/m/m/sh 657.1/654.7/650.9/646.6 sh/m/m/sh
�(ring 3) s A 617.9 0.2 613.5 S 613.7/613.1/612.1 S/sh/sh
�(ring 3) as B 614.2 39.9 613.5 S 613.7/613.1/612.1 S/sh/sh
Skeletal A 474.8 4.4 479.7 w 483.4/478.0 w/w
	(ring 4) as B 472.0 11.3 476.3/469.6 w/sh 473.6 w
	(ring 2) s; 	(ring 4) s A 422.5 1.9 424.2 sh 423.9 w
	(ring 2) as B 422.1 9.2 422.2/420.5/417.8 w/sh/w 422.4/421.4/419.6 sh/w/w
	(ring 4) s; 	(ring 2) s A 399.4 1.5 n.i. n.i
	(ring 4) as; 	(ring 2) as B 395.4 0.9 n.i. n.i.
�(C O) s A 325.9 4.7 n.i. n.i.
�(C O) as; w(ring) as B 263.8 27.4 n.i. n.i.
w(ring) s A 258.6 3.2 n.i. n.i.
	(ring 1) s A 148.5 0.1 n.i. n.i.
	(ring 1) as B 145.8 1.7 n.i. n.i.
�(CCC�) as B 120.8 0.0 n.i n.i
�(CCC�) s A 111.3 0.1 n.i n.i
	(C C�) s A 52.4 0.4 n.i n.i
	(C C�) as B 41.6 4.1 n.i n.i
	(C C) A 24.0 3.5 n.i n.i

�, bond stretching; �, bending; w, wagging; �, rocking; 	, torsion; s, symmetric; as, asymmetric; n.i., not investigated. See Table S2 for definition of symmetry coordinates.
Only bands assigned to fundamental modes are presented in the Table.

a Frequencies (cm−1, scaled by 0.978), calculated intensities in km mol−1.
b Experimental intensities are presented in qualitative terms: S = strong, m = medium, w = weak, sh = shoulder.
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ee Table 1), and were fairly well predicted by the calculations
oth regarding frequencies and relative intensities (see Table 1 and
ig. 2). The general agreement between the calculated and exper-
mental data for the less intense bands is also good, as shown in
ig. 2, so that the proposed assignments (Table 1) could be made
ith high degree of confidence.
UV irradiation (� > 235 nm) of matrix-isolated �-pyridil resulted
n an intensity decrease of the bands of the initial spectrum and
ppearance of new bands due to photoproducts. In xenon matrix,
he intensity of the bands due to the reactant decreases only by

o
s
f
b

cheme 1. A priori possible photochemical pathways for �-pyridil. The arrows in the Dew
he bonding of these groups to the dicarbonyl moiety in �-pyridil. Pathways A and B were
obiology A: Chemistry 200 (2008) 169–180

a. 20% after 5 h irradiation, indicating that the observed photo-
rocesses have a relatively low efficiency. In argon matrix, similar
esults were obtained, but the process is even less efficient, which
oints to a photochemical mechanism involving an n → �* excita-
ion and a triplet state.

In order to identify the chemical species formed by irradiation

f the matrix, a series of theoretical calculations of the spectro-
copic signatures of possible photoproducts was carried out. The
ollowing putative general types of photoprocesses could a priori
e considered: (i) intercarbonyl bond cleavage, leading to formation

ar (Dew) and Hückel (Hück) type pyridine structures show the possible places for
not observed experimentally.
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f 2-pyridylcarbonyl radicals, that can then loose carbon monoxide
ollowed by recombination to form either di-(2-pyridyl) ketone or
,2′-bipyridine (pathway A in Scheme 1); (ii) isomerization of the
yridine rings to the valence Dewar or Hückel (aza-benzvalene)

somers (B and C in Scheme 1).

p
s
e
a

ig. 3. Calculated structures of the a priori possible mono-substituted Hückel pyridine co
orms that keep the syn-periplanar arrangement of the H C C C O fragment are highli
elative energies (with zero point corrections) in kJ mol−1. The pyridine ring is, in all cases
he structure directly related with TTG conformer of �-pyridil is not stable; the structure
hown in the figure.
obiology A: Chemistry 200 (2008) 169–180 175
The first type of reaction was observed for 1-phenyl-1,2-
ropandione isolated in cryogenic inert matrices [3], leading to
ingle decarbonylation and production of acetophenone. In turn,
fficient isomerization of Kekulé ring structures to their Dewar
nalogues have been found to take place in matrices for related

ntaining �-pyridil isomers derived from the TTG conformer of �-pyridil. The two
ghted in boxes and are those observed experimentally. Numbers in parentheses are
, perpendicular to the plane of the sheet. Note that form 1C is a special case where
presented corresponds to that matching as closer as possible the remaining forms
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Fig. 4. (A) 1000–500 cm−1 spectral range. (B) 1800–1000 cm−1 spectral
range—bottom: experimental difference spectrum for �-pyridil isolated in
xenon matrix [(irradiated sample after 5 h of irradiation with UV light, � > 235 nm)
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ompounds, like �-pyrones and �-thiopyranones [50–53], while
ome Dewar pyridines, including the unsubstituted one, could also
e observed experimentally as result of photochemical transfor-
ation of their most stable Kekulé isomers [54–62]. On the other

and, to the best of our knowledge, experimental observation of
ückel pyridine isomers was only reported once, in a study where

he ultrafast dynamics of isomerization of pyridine (and a few other
nalogue compounds) was investigated by femtosecond-resolved
ass spectrometry complemented by DFT/ab initio calculations

62]. Nevertheless, some Hückel isomers of pyridine have been
onsistently predicted by different theoretical methods to be most
table than the Dewar forms [62–65], so that the possibility of their
hotochemical formation under the present experimental condi-
ions could not be excluded. Moreover, according to Zong et al.
62], conical intersections appear to be fundamental in driving
he valence photoisomerization reactions of pyridine, which then
ake place partially in the ground-state potential energy surface.
his fact enabled us to exclude a priori other valence isomeriza-
ion reactions within the pyridine rings (e.g. to the prismane and
icyclopropyl-2,2′-diene like species), since the energies required
or these processes to take place are too high to make them possible
nder the present experimental conditions (the maximum energy
vailable in our experiment is ca. 500 kJ mol−1 and those required
or those isomerization processes are over 630 kJ mol−1 [62]).

In the specific case of isomerization of the pyridyl groups of �-
yridil to their Dewar forms, subsequent photochemical processes
ould be expected to take place, in a similar way as previously
bserved for �-pyrones and �-thiopyranones [50–53], resulting
n the production of cyclobutadiene (or aza-cyclobutadiene, or a

ixture of these compounds, depending on the specific pyridine
ewar isomer initially formed) and cyano-or ethyne-substituted
thanediones (see Scheme 1). In turn, if they were formed, these
thanediones could also undergo single or double decarbonyla-
ion to form the corresponding ketones or dicyano (or diethyne, or
yano-ethyne) derivatives. Other a priori possible secondary pho-
ochemical reactions starting from Dewar pyridines would be the
elease of HCN or ethyne and formation of cyclobutadien-or aza-
yclobutadien-ethanediones (see Scheme 1), in consonance with
he known photochemistry of Dewar pyridine [62]. However, the
pectroscopic results doubtlessly show that the photochemistry of
atrix isolated �-pyridil is considerably simpler than it could be

xpected. In fact, none of the characteristic bands of carbon monox-
de {at 2138 (Ar) or 2133 (Xe) cm−1 [66,67]}, HCN {3306, 2098, 721
Ar) cm−1; ca. 3280, 2090, 718 (Xe) cm−1 [68]}, ethyne {3303/3289
Fermi resonance doublet) and 737 (Ar) cm−1 [69]} and cyclobuta-
iene {1241, 575 (Ar); 1239, 574 (Xe) cm−1 [51,70]} were observed

n the spectra of the photolysed matrix, implying that all puta-
ive reaction steps involving the production of these species did
ot take place and could be promptly discarded. This significantly
educes the number of possible photoproducts and, in particular,
xcludes the intercarbonyl bond cleavage reaction path and all reac-
ions putatively occurring after formation of the pyridine valence
somers’ based products.

In addition, comparison of the experimental spectra of the pho-
olysed matrix with those of Dewar pyridine containing species also
howed unambiguously that the isomerization of the pyridine rings
f �-pyridil to Dewar forms did not take place. On the other hand,
he results are in consonance with the presence in the photolysed

atrix of Hückel pyridine containing compounds.
It is worth mentioning that the number of possible a priori chem-
cal species derived from �-pyridil containing the Hückel pyridine
oiety is still very large. Unsubstituted Hückel pyridine may exist

n three different structures: 1-aza-benzvalene, 2-aza-benzvalene
nd 3-aza-benzvalene (see Scheme 1). Upon single substitution in
position vicinal to the nitrogen atom (a requirement for a deriva-

minus (as-deposited sample)]. Top: calculated spectra for the TTG conformer of
�-pyridil (bands pointing down) and for photoproducts 2C and 3A (bands pointing
up). The calculated intensities of the bands due to the photoproducts assume a 1:1
ratio of these species; those of the reactant bands were arbitrarily chosen in order
to reproduce approximately the experimental difference spectrum shown in the
figure.
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ive of �-pyridil), there are three possible different isomeric forms
erived from 1-and 2-aza-benzvalene and two different isomeric
orms derived from 3-aza-benzvalene. Considering then that the
somerization reactions might occur in one or in both of the pyri-
ine rings of �-pyridil, and taking into account the conformational
egrees of rotation around both the intercarbonyl bond and the
wo C C bonds linking the dicarbonyl moiety to the pyridine rings,
he possible structures quickly grow up to a non-manageable num-
er. However, though the identification of the precise Hückel-type
yridine containing species obtained in the described photoly-
is experiments appeared a priori an impossible task, the type
f Hückel structures produced under the present experimental
onditions could still be guessed. First of all, extensive molecular
earrangements in a matrix are not favoured due to the geomet-
ic constraints imposed by the matrix cage. This means that the
ormed Hückel pyridine containing species shall be directly related
ith the initially trapped TTG conformer of �-pyridil. In addition,
he dominant stabilizing interactions existent in this conformer
hall be kept in the photoproducts, in particular, the nearly syn-
eriplanar arrangement of the H C C C O fragment. Finally, we
an expect that singly substituted species (i.e. species containing
ust one Hückel type pyridine ring) are prevalent. Under these three

able 2
ssignment of the observed infrared bands of the photoproducts 2C and 3Aa

pproximate descriptionb Obs. Calculated

Xe matrix 2C 3A

C O p 1716 1725 1731
C O h 1695 1693 1712
C C h 1608/1599 1599
C N h 1592 1592
ring p 1584 1584 1584
C H/� ring p 1478/1470 1463 1462
C H p 1443 1432 1432
C H h 1370 1372
C C� h 1341 1350
ring/�C H p 1299 1299
C H/� ring p 1280 1280 1280
C C� sym 1252 1255
C C� p 1243 1243
C H h 1215/1206 1204 1204
C N h 1168 1174
ring h 1168 1169
C H h 1153 1148
C H p 1143 1144
ring/�C H h 1104 1121
C H h 1077 1070
C C intercarbonyl 1046 1053
ring p 1030 1035
C H h 1030 1032 1032
ring p 994 992
ring h 930 945
ring h 887 874
C O p 883 861
C O p 795 798
skeletal 765 778
C O h 753 752 755
C H p 736 740 739
C H h ∼723 727
ring h 712 719
ring h 689 680
skeletal 665 669
ring p 615 616 616
C N h 586 591
ring p 512 504

, stretching; �, bending; �, rocking; 	, torsion; sym, symmetric; p, pyridine ring; h,
ückel-pyridine (aza-benzvalene) ring. See Table S4 for complete calculated spectra.
a Wavenumbers (scaled by 0.978) in cm−1.
b The approximate descriptions of the vibrations were made by examining the

omposition of the modes in terms of internal coordinates through their animation
sing a graphical interface.
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tructure constraints, the number of relevant species reduces to 2
!): forms 2C and 3A in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 4(A and B), we compare the spectroscopic changes result-
ng from irradiation of the xenon matrix during 5 h with the
alculated spectra for the Hückel pyridine containing forms 2C
nd 3A. There is a good general agreement between these spectra,
llowing to conclude that, as predicted, 2C and 3A are the main (if
ot the sole) photoproducts of �-pyridil under the used experimen-
al conditions. The proposed assignments for the bands given rise
y the two observed photoproducts are provided in Table 2. Table S4
ives the optimized geometries and full set of calculated frequen-
ies and infrared intensities for these species. For 2C, 26 out of the 35
nfrared bands predicted with intensities greater than 5 km mol−1

n the 500–1800 cm−1 region were observed experimentally (23
ut of 34, in the case of 3A); see Table 2 and Table S4.

An interesting observation is the apparently similar amount of
he two photoproducts obtained (see Fig. 4), in spite of the consid-
rably higher relative energy of 2C compared to 3A. This result can,
owever, be promptly rationalized taking into account the findings
f Zong et al. [62] that conical intersections are fundamental in
riving the valence photoisomerization reactions of pyridine rings,
hich then take place partially in the ground-state potential energy

urface. Indeed, the predicted energy barriers for conversion of
yridine into all its possible Hückel-type isomers, in the ground
lectronic state, were found to be similar, ranging from ca. 385 to
bout 420 kJ mol−1 (311–284 nm) [62]. On the other hand, it can

asily be assumed that the isomerization reactions of the pyridine
ings of �-pyridil leading to formation of 2C and 3A do also have
imilar energy barriers [in particular because the valence isomer-
zation rearrangement is localized in the side of the pyridine ring
hat is more distant from the substituent (see Fig. 3)], thus justify-

ig. 5. Infrared spectra of �-pyridil in the low temperature crystalline and glassy
tates (see Section 2 to detailed description of the experimental conditions) and the
pectrum of the TTG conformer calculated at the DFT(B3LYP)/6–311++G(d,p) level
f theory.
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ng the nearly equal amount of 2C and 3A formed in the photolysis
xperiments.

.3. Infrared spectroscopy: ˛-pyridil low temperature crystalline
nd glassy states
Fig. 5 presents the infrared spectra of �-pyridil in the neat low
emperature amorphous phase and crystalline state, together with
he calculated spectrum of the TTG conformer. The assignment of
he recorded spectra is provided in Table 3.

t
i
o
q
s

able 3
bserved frequencies of �-pyridil in the low temperature crystalline and glassy statesa

pproximate description Calculated

� Intensity

(C H 2) s A 3134.9 0.9
(C H 2) as B 3134.8 6.4
(C H 3) as A 3123.2 8.5
(C H 3) as B 3123.1 16.0
(C H 4) as B 3106.0 12.6
(C H 4) s A 3106.0 2.4
(C H 1) s A 3087.1 11.3
(C H 1) as B 3087.0 14.6
(C O) s A 1733.8 225.8
(C O) as B 1723.5 169.5
(ring 3) as B 1585.2 9.2
(ring 3) s A 1585.2 22.3
(ring 4) s A 1577.1 5.3
(ring 4) as B 1575.6 7.1
(ring 6) s; �(C H 4) s A 1463.6 2.0
(C H 4) as; �(ring 6) as B 1462.6 1.6
(C H 3) s A 1434.3 0.7
(C H 3) as B 1431.7 13.2
(ring 5) s A 1307.1 19.7
(ring 5) as B 1291.6 2.4
(C H 4) s A 1282.1 6.1
(ring 2) as B 1277.8 8.7
(ring 2) s; �(ring 5) s;�(C C�) s A 1255.5 28.4
(C C�) as B 1218.7 131.2
(C H 2) s A 1145.7 1.0
(C H 2) as B 1145.2 0.9
(ring 2) s; �(C H 3) s; �(C H 1) s A 1088.6 1.3
(ring 2) as;�(C H 3) as;�(C H 1) as B 1087.8 16.3
(ring 6) s; �(C C) A 1052.3 4.4
(ring 6) as B 1037.6 6.3
(ring 6) s; �(ring 1) s A 1030.8 2.0
(C H 3) as B 996.6 0.1
(C H 3) s A 996.1 <0.1
(ring 1) s; �(ring 2) s A 992.2 0.1
(ring 2) as; �(ring 1) as B 991.9 19.9
(C H 4) as B 966.1 1.2
(C H 4) s A 965.8 0.2
(C H 2) as B 906.8 16.5
(C H 2) s A 904.8 0.2
keletal B 891.0 80.3
(ring 1) s; �(C O) s A 816.2 3.5
(ring 1) as; �(C O) as B 791.2 21.3
(ring 1) as; �(C O) as A 742.5 36.9
(C H 1) s; �(C H 1) as; 	(ring 3) as B 739.6 28.8
(ring 1) s A 732.4 0.4
(ring 1) as B 707.2 11.7
(ring 3) s; �(C O) s A 706.7 18.2
keletal B 653.9 98.6
(ring 3) s A 617.9 0.2
(ring 3) as B 614.2 39.9
keletal A 474.8 4.4
(ring 4) as B 472.0 11.3
(ring 2) s; 	(ring 4) s A 422.5 1.9
(ring 2) as B 422.1 9.2
(ring 4) s; 	(ring 2) s A 399.4 1.5
(ring 4) as; 	(ring 2) as B 395.4 0.9

, bond stretching, �, bending, � rocking, 	 torsion, w, wagging, s, symmetric, as, asymmet
a Frequencies in cm−1, calculated intensities in km mol−1.
b Experimental intensities are presented in qualitative terms: S = strong, m = medium, w
obiology A: Chemistry 200 (2008) 169–180

As described in Section 2, the amorphous phase of the com-
ound was prepared by deposition of its vapors directly onto the
old (20 K) CsI substrate of the cryostat. As expected, the spectrum
f the amorphous phase is constituted by relatively wide bands,
ith maximum frequency values fitting nicely those calculated for
he TTG conformer (in vacuum), which is the conformer present
n the vapor prior to deposition of the solid layer. The crystal was
btained after heating the amorphous layer up to 250 K. Subse-
uently, the CsI substrate was cooled down to 10 K and a new
pectrum of the crystalline phase was collected. Compared with

Experimentalb

Glass (20 K) Crystal (10 K)

3112.8 w 3094.5/3083.0 w

3061.1 w 3060.4/3048.6 w

3056.6 w 3045.4 sh

3013.9 w 3013.6 w

1716.2 S 1716.4/1708.2 S/sh
1694.7 S 1693.0 S
1587.0 m 1584.5 S

1570.6 w 1565.9 w

1465.7 m 1467.6/1463.8 m/m

1439.5 m 1443.4/1438.3 m/S

1328.5 m 1333.4/1330.3 sh/m
1299.3 w 1298.5 w
1286.2 m 1288.0 m
1272.1 m 1277.6 m
1248.9 w 1248.7 w
1227.0 m 1230.2/1227.4/1218.8 m/m/w
1152.4 w 1151.7 w

1089.8 m 1093.5 sh
1087.0 m

1061.3 w 1067.7 w
1043.4 w 1043.6 w

1037.8 w
996.0 m 1006.7/1002.7 w/w

996.1/993.4 m/m

975.4 m 984.2/976.6/971.1 w/w/w

909.0 sh 918.8 m

897.8 m 899.5/894.8 S/m
798.6 w 788.1 m
748.6 m 756.2 S

748.3 sh
710.8 sh 741.9/735.8 S/w

722.3 w
707.9 m 711.8 m

705.5 m
661.0 m 654.1 S
613.4 w 617.0 w

612.8 S
470.3 w 470.8 w
480.3 m 483.8/480.9/478.7/477.4 w/w/w/sh

422.0 w

408.5 w 408.5 w
404.2 w 404.2 w

ric, n.o., not observed. See Table S2 for definition of internal symmetry coordinates.

= weak, sh = shoulder.
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he spectrum of the amorphous phase, the bands in the spectrum of
he crystal are much narrower. However, the positions of the bands
o not differ significantly in both spectra. Indeed, the spectrum
f the crystal fits very well those obtained for the matrix-isolated
ompound and also that calculated for the TTG form. All these
bservations indicate that the intermolecular interactions in the
olid state are rather weak in �-pyridil, in consonance with its low
elting point 154–156 ◦C in comparison with isomeric compounds

ike, for example, (2,2′)bipyridinyl-4,4′-dicarbaldehyde (188 ◦C),
-nitrocarbazole (212–214 ◦C), 4,7-dihydroxy-1,10-phenanthroline
>300 ◦C) or 4-amino-1,8-naphthalimide (360 ◦C) [71].

. Conclusion

�-Pyridil was, for the first time, isolated in low temperature
oble gases (argon, xenon) matrices, and its molecular structure
nd vibrational signature probed by FTIR spectroscopy, supported
y DFT(B3LYP)/6–311++G(d,p) calculations. Calculations predicted
he existence of three different conformers (TTG, TCG and CCSk),
ll of them exhibiting skewed conformations around the intercar-
onyl bond and the two C5H4N C( O) fragments nearly planar, and
iffering in the orientation of the pyridine rings relatively to the
arbonyl groups. The TTG form was predicted to be the most stable
onformer, accounting for more than 99% of the total population at
25 ◦C, whereas the two higher energy forms, TCG and CCSk were
stimated theoretically to be, respectively, 21.0 and 35.1 kJ mol−1

igher in energy than the most stable form. Accordingly to these
esults, the TTG conformer was found to be the sole form of �-
yridil present in the studied low temperature Ar and Xe matrices.

The TTG form was also found to be the unique conformer of �-
yridil present in both the neat amorphous and crystalline phases
f the compound. The IR spectra of the low temperature neat solid
amples were found to match very closely those obtained for the
atrix-isolated compound (and also with the calculated data for

TG), indicating that the intermolecular interactions in the solid
tate are rather weak in �-pyridil.

Irradiation of matrix-isolated compound with UV light
� > 235 nm) led to its isomerization into unusual molecular species
earing a Hückel-type pyridine (aza-benzvalene) ring (forms 2C
nd 3A), which are structurally correlatable with the TTG conformer
f �-pyridil, in particular where the syn-periplanar arrangement of
he H C C C O fragment is kept in order to preserve the stabiliz-
ng CH· · ·O intramolecular H-bond type interaction prevalent in the
eactant species. The photochemical results obtained in the present
tudy may also be considered relevant regarding the possibility of
eveloping routes for preparative synthesis of Hückel-type pyridine
ontaining molecules through UV irradiation of adequate pyridine
ontaining precursors in cryogenic glasses.
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